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Many of these key innovations are often posited as originating
at the base of the angiosperm clade, yet the heightened diversification rates apparent among angiosperms likely did not occur
until after many of these supposed key innovations of the angiosperms had evolved (Sanderson and Donoghue, 1994). In this
issue of the Journal of Experimental Botany, Trueba et al. 2019
show that the putative earliest steps in the evolution of one of
these innovations–xylem vessels–does not necessarily deliver
the physiological benefits traditionally thought without the evolution of additional anatomical traits in the xylem. Studying the
unique flora of New Caledonia–an enviable task indeed!–Trueba
et al. show that the wood of vesselless angiosperms is no less
hydraulically efficient nor more prone to embolism spread than
that of closely-related vessel-bearing species with scalariform
perforation plates (Fig. 1).

Tradeoffs in hydraulic structure-function
among vascular plants
Although there have been many hypotheses proposed to explain the sudden and rapid success of the angiosperms, their
heightened metabolic rates have been critical in allowing them
to more rapidly grow and outcompete other major lineages
(Bond, 1989). Because allowing CO2 to diffuse into the leaf
requires exposing the wet, internal surfaces of the leaf to the
dry atmosphere, increasing rates of CO2 assimilation requires
that higher fluxes of water be supplied to the leaf.Transporting
higher fluxes of water to support higher rates of photosynthesis
is enabled by smaller, more densely packed veins and stomata

that enable unprecedented rates of leaf gas exchange (Franks
and Beerling, 2009; Brodribb and Feild, 2010; Boer et al., 2012;
Simonin and Roddy, 2018).
However, smaller cells are not always advantageous. While
smaller cells enable higher rates of diffusion across cell surfaces, smaller diameter xylem conduits have higher resistance
to water flow according to the Hagen-Poiseuille law. In the
introduction to their classic paper on size variation in secondary xylem, Bailey and Tupper (1918) focus almost exclusively on the large variation in cell size apparent among plants
and animals and then systematically characterize the sizes
of secondary xylem elements among vascular plants. They
showed that the vessel elements in angiosperms are unique
in being short and wide, compared to the narrow tracheids
of gymnosperms and cryptogams. Increases in xylem conduit diameter come with substantial physiological gains of
increasing the efficiency of water delivery. Although they–and
much research since then–has focused on the sizes (i.e. diameter) of xylem elements as a key innovation, the major change
is actually one of cell shape.
Furthermore, the plant vascular system is more complex than a set of simple pipes (Lehnebach et al., 2018),
and other anatomical features can overwhelm the effects of conduit diameter on xylem hydraulic resistance
(Pittermann et al., 2005; Hacke et al., 2007), as Trueba et al.
show. Tracheids and vessels differ not only in the sizes and
shapes of their constituent cells but also in the structure of
their intertracheary pits and perforation plates. Indeed, innovations in perforation plates and pit anatomy have been
posited as critical to compensating for the increased resistance of smaller diameter cells: the lower hydraulic resistance of torus-margo pits in gymnosperms compensates
for the small diameters of their tracheids (Pittermann et al.,
2005), and the lower resistance of simple perforation plates
between xylem vessel elements in angiosperms (Christman
and Sperry, 2010) compensates for the reductions in vein
and conduit diameters needed to achieve high leaf vein
densities (Feild and Brodribb, 2013). That vesselless and
vessel-bearing angiosperms can differ in conduit diameter
and still maintain the same hydraulic conductivity points
to the role of these other, less apparent anatomical traits
in determining hydraulic efficiency (Trueba et al. 2019).
Overall, the results of Trueba et al. reiterate how important
the three-dimensional complexity of wood structure is for
hydraulic function (Brodersen et al., 2019).
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From rainforests to deserts, across latitudes and elevations, the flowering plants (the angiosperms) dominate
almost every terrestrial ecosystem. It is impossible not
to be amazed and impressed by their abundance and diversity. While their sudden appearance and rapid domination of the fossil record was once considered a mystery
(Friedman, 2009), the keys to their success have increasingly become apparent, although it is all too common
to posit that innovations in single aspects of their form
and function–e.g. pollination (O’Meara et al., 2016), metabolism (Bond, 1989), genome architecture (Dodsworth
et al., 2016), or combinations of them (Simonin and Roddy,
2018)–are solely responsible for angiosperm diversity and
dominance.
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Evolutionary ‘progress’ and the order of
trait evolution
Although it is both tempting and appealing to consider the
evolution of vessels from tracheid-bearing lineages as indicative of evolutionary progress, such thinking is flawed
(Olson, 2012). The major trends of xylem evolution first
outlined by Bailey and Tupper (1918) presume that vessels are ‘better’ than tracheids–so much better, in fact, that
their evolution is irreversible (Cheadle, 1956). The results
of Trueba et al. will hopefully help to overturn such ideas,
similar to the work of Pitterman et al. (2005). Such studies
show that vessels are not inherently better than tracheids
and that the putative earliest steps in vessel evolution may
not have brought substantial physiological benefits to vesselbearing lineages. Only in combination with other anatomical traits, such as modifications to perforation plates and
intertracheary pits, may vessels have enabled higher fluxes
of water transport. Furthermore, not being able to transport
high fluxes of water may not be a significant cost in habitats
characterized by low vapor pressure deficits, where early
angiosperms may have first appeared (Feild et al., 2003,

2004; Jansen et al., 2004). While it is easy to view the extant
‘basal’ lineages studied by Trueba et al. as relicts of the past,
they are still thriving despite having a relatively narrow environmental niche–likely no different from numerous other
tropical species.
The traditional view of xylem evolution implicitly assumes
that more conductive vessels are more favored by selection.
However, anatomical and physiological innovations that, for
example, elevate the maximum rate of water flux do not necessarily mean that this combination of traits is the only one
that can survive. Rather, the evolution of these new traits and
trait combinations expand the range of possible phenotypic
solutions without leading to extinction of trait combinations
that generate sub-maximal rates of physiological processes–
faster is not always better (Bond, 1989). For example, the
evolution of smaller cells among the angiosperms lifted the
maximum possible rate of photosynthetic metabolism, but this
did not mean that the only species that survive are those that
operate at this maximum rate of photosynthesis (Simonin and
Roddy, 2018).
Nonetheless, how and in what order multiple traits
evolve remains an intriguing line of inquiry, one on which
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Fig. 1. Images of vesselless and vessel-bearing plants. (a) The vesselless Zygogynum pancheri (Winteraceae) growing in New Caledonia. (b) The vesselbearing Hedycarya sp. (Monimiaceae) growing in New Caledonia. (c) Scanning electron microcopy (SEM) image of intertracheary pitting in the vesselless
Zygogynum crassifolium. (d) SEM image of a scalariform perforation plate in the vessel-bearing Hedycarya parvifolia. Scale bars in (c) and (d) are 100 µm.
All images courtesy of S. Trueba.
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A remaining challenge: do differences in
conductivity matter?
While the results of Trueba et al., like many other studies,
focus exclusively on wood, characterizing how the wood
structure-function relationships influence leaf- and canopyscale processes will be an important advancement. The discrete components that comprise the hydraulic pathway
from the soil to the leaf must function in unison to maintain water transport. As plants grow, they build new xylem
in the stem and add new leaves, and older stem xylem–like
the leaves they once supported–transport less water to the
canopy (Melcher et al., 2003). Yet, the most common hydraulic measurements made on stems, including those done
by Trueba et al., ignore two key facts: (1) older xylem are
likely less functional than newer xylem and (2) conduits are
narrower closer to the leaves (Anfodillo et al., 2013), meaning
that the apex is the point of highest hydraulic resistance. It
is easy to assume that measurements of hydraulic conductivity on excised stems can predict fluxes of water to the leaf
(Pivovaroff et al., 2014), but depending on how hydraulic
resistance is partitioned in the plant, there can be substantial loss of stem hydraulic conductivity with little impact on
total shoot hydraulic conductance (Meinzer, 2002). While
there is support for positive scaling between stem conductivity and leaf physiological capacity –even from the New
Caledonian flora (Brodribb and Feild, 2000)–a better determination of hydraulic efficiency may be based on water
supply all the way to the transpiring leaves (Brodersen et al.,
2019). Thus, many reported scaling relationships between
shoot and leaf hydraulic capacity may be spurious, unless
they explicitly incorporate the entire hydraulic path length
(Drake et al., 2015).
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the results of Trueba et al. have some bearing. The higher
hydraulic efficiency for which the angiosperms are–
rightly or wrongly–known, relies on multiple traits (large
diameter conduits, alternate pitting, simple perforation
plates, etc.). Given the results of Trueba et al. that there are
no differences in hydraulic conductivity or vulnerability
to embolism of vesselless and vessel-bearing species with
scalariform perforation plates, was there an initial advantage of vessels with scalariform perforation plates? Are
modifications to cell shape that enable transitions between
tracheids and vessel elements more labile than modifications to pit and perforation plate structure? While it is
unclear from the results of Trueba et al. whether tracheary
cell shape evolves before or in unison with changes in
intertracheary pitting and perforation plate morphology,
they have generated new data for rare lineages critical
to macroevolutionary studies of correlated trait evolution.
Studies like that of Trueba et al., which leverages understudied species to make novel comparisons, are critical to
advancing our understanding of the evolution of plant
form and function.
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